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Amy completed a Postgraduate Diploma in Natural History Filmmaking at the University of Otago and Natural History 

New Zealand. Her student documentary about Hectors dolphins (Beyond the Kelp) was broadcast on Maori TV. 

Amy has since worked on various documentaries, short films, commercials and music videos as a producer, director, 

cinematographer and editor.      

THE INSPIRATION

I was reading the paper when I came across a photo of Moko flying through the 

air with a stolen boogie board, the leash held in his mouth. I’d heard there was a 

“friendly” dolphin that had been hanging out with people off the coast of Mahia, but 

after seeing that photo I was really keen to find him. Not long after that he turned 

up in Whakatane, an hour from my home in Papamoa.

When I did meet Moko it was a long way off Ohope beach, and he swam up 

to me with a dead baby hammerhead shark in his mouth – I took the offering, 

and we ended up playing fetch with it for a while. Even with my background as a 

marine biologist with years spent filming dolphins and whales I was still stunned 

by the experience – I’d never come across anything like Moko before. It was an 

easy decision to start filming, and for the next 5 months I mostly lived in my van, 

spending up to 10 hours in or on the water each day. It didn’t take long to identify 

the main people around Moko and I was able to follow Kirsty on her mission to be Moko’s Minder, along with the other 

locals who became part of Moko’s human pod.  

What unfolded was unexpected and heartbreaking. I was amazed at the impact Moko had on so many people, and the 

huge amount of love and respect shown for him after his death.  When I watched the Oscar award-winning documentary 

The Cove it motivated to get Moko’s story out to a wider audience, in the hope that it will inspire greater protection for 

dolphins in countries like Japan.

For more information please contact Amy Taylor, Abyss Films, 027 281 8398.

 

“To the dolphin alone beyond all other, nature has granted what 
the best philosophers seek: friendship for no advantage.”  

  — Plutarch, 62 AD  


